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Introduction
The Wintonbury Land Trust has requested an environmental review and natural
resource inventory of the Evans Property. The +/-23 acre parcels are located on
Tunxis Avenue (a.k.a. Route 189) about one half mile from the center of
Bloomfield. The property is made up of two parcels (8.73 acres and 14.13 acres)
and both contain access strips to Tunxis Avenue between residential homes. Wash
Brook runs through the center of the property and it is estimated that 80% of the
parcels are wetland. The Central New England Railroad operates a freight line
that abuts the rear of the parcels. There are approximately 4 acres of meadow
with the potential to clear an additional three acres for pasture or nursery use.

Objectives
The Wintonbury Land Trust is requesting an environmental review/natural
resource inventory to assist them is determining the open space, trail/greenway
connection and agricultural value of the property which will support them in
their efforts to acquire the parcels.
The land trust is interested in the Evans Property because of its former agricultural
use, the potential for trail connections, especially an East Coast Greenway
segment, and its stormwater management importance.

The ERT Process
Through the efforts of members of the Wintonbury Land Trust this environmental
review and report was prepared for the land trust.
This report provides a natural resource inventory and a series of
recommendations and guidelines which cover the topics requested by the land
trust. Team members were able to review maps, plans and supporting
documentation provided by the land trust.
The review process consisted of four phases:
1. Inventory of the site’s natural resources;
2. Assessment of these resources;
3. Identification of resource areas and review of plans; and
4. Presentation of education, management and land use guidelines.
The data collection phase involved both literature and field research. The field
reviews were conducted on August 28 and September 4, 2014. Some Team
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members made separate and additional field visits on their own. The field review
allowed Team members to verify information and to identify other resources.
Once Team members had assimilated an adequate data base, they were able
to analyze and interpret their findings. Individual Team members then prepared
and submitted their reports to the ERT coordinator for compilation into this final
ERT report.
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Soils
The soils on the Evans property can be divided into 3 zones, depicted in the map
below.
Zone 1 is the flood plain / wetland area
that runs down the center of the
property below the elevation of 110. It
is made up of poorly and very poorly
drained, primarily alluvial soils. They are
underlain by clayey Glaciolacustrine
sediments, mostly below a depth of at
least 3 feet. Much of the area
experiences frequent flooding. It is
appropriate for wetland wildlife habitat
and education.
Zone 2, between the wetland and the
railroad tracks to the east, has well
drained sandy glaciofluvial deposits.
Most are Agawam soils, and consist of
a fine sandy loam cap over sand. No
clayey layer was found within 5 feet of
the surface in this area. It is an excellent
soil for woodland, its current use. It is
also suitable for walking trails, picnic,
areas, etc. The soil itself is a good
agricultural soil, although the unit is very narrow and abuts the railroad tracks.
Because of the sandy substratum, contaminants can leach into groundwater
below. This should be a consideration if any land use change is considered.
Zone 3 is the area along the western boundary which includes open and
abandoned fields. The soils include Rainbow, a moderately well drained, silty
dense till, interspersed with poorly drained inclusions. The soils in the open fields
in the northern half of this zone appear to have been stripped or leveled at one
time. The profile is lacking a subsoil (B horizon) in many areas. The southern part
of the zone is overgrown with herbs, shrubs, and small trees. This zone has variety
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of drainage conditions within it. Mowing will make it possible to map out the
micro topography for a detailed land use plan. This should be done before any
stumping or other alteration is done in the area to account for any wetland
concerns that may arise. Zone 3 as a whole is moderately suited for vegetable
production. The primary limitation is seasonal wetness. The area could be used
for pot grown nursery stock and display gardens. The display garden would
make good use of changes in topography and drainage to educate gardeners
about selecting plants for their own growing conditions.
It was difficult to make any detailed
comments about the overgrown southwest
part of the property. When the land trust is
ready to make specific decisions and can
get this part mowed, the Team resource soil
scientist be glad to visit again and look at
soil variability, etc.

Soil resource specialist and state
archaeologist looking at the soils.

Overgrown field in the southwest corner.
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Landscape Ecology
Character of the Property
Although the property was described as "near virgin," this clearly is not the case.
There is a long history of change in forest cover attributable to human activities.
Nonetheless, the width of the forest cover on the east side of Wash Brook and
the presence of the berm of the infrequently travelled railroad line (which cuts
off views to the houses east of the tracks) is enough to provide a sense of being
away from the hustle/bustle of development. Coyote scat and fox scat were
noted.
The tract is in a position to be connected to existing and planned trails/open
space although it should be recognized that the railroad tracks are not part of
the open space. The wildlife habitat quality would be lessened with increased
human use of the area.
Historical Changes in Land Cover and the Stream Channel Pathway
As is the case with most places in Connecticut, the Evans Property has
undergone many land use changes. This may be seen in the online aerial
photography of Neighborhood Change in Connecticut, 1934 to Present which
depicts several years of aerial photo coverage that may be viewed in side-byside pairs (http://magic.lib.uconn.edu/mash_up/1934.html). Also, some
historical topographic maps may be viewed at Historic USGS Maps of New
England & NY at http://docs.unh.edu/nhtopos/nhtopos.htm .
For the Evans property and surroundings, in 1934, the area between the railroad
tracks and Tunxis Avenue (State Route 189) was non-forested and not
developed, with a very twisty Wash Brook clearly evident in the aerial photo.
The USGS Hartford North 7.5 minute topographic map of 1964 (photo-revised in
1992) indicates a row of houses bordering the Evans property along Tunxis
Avenue. Assuming that the photo-revision (which shows new buildings and
roads in purple) did not address changes in the extent of tree cover, then by
1964, in addition to the Tunxis Avenue houses, there was tree cover on both sides
of Wash Brook. In the 1990 photography, forest cover extends from the brook
east nearly to the railroad track with a margin of trees west of the brook as well.
On the west side, between the trees and the house lots, a strip of open land ran
the length of the Evans property.
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Upstream, across Tunxis Avenue from the northern end of the Evans property,
the brook has been straightened and re-routed between Tunxis Avenue and
Bloomfield Reservoir 3A (a flood control dam) to the northwest. The reservoir is
present on the 1990 photography. The reservoir and the re-routed section of
stream that extends downstream to Tunxis Avenue are shown in purple on the
1992 photo-revised topographic map (indicating that the change took place
after the field data were collected for the 1964 version of the map). The rerouted section of stream is visible in the 1990 aerial photography. In addition (as
viewed through the tree cover on the 1990 photography), the portion of the
watercourse that runs through the Evans property appears to have been
straightened prior to the 1990
photography. (The straightened
stream course is more easily seen in
the 2009 photography. See attached
Figure.) During the visit to the Evans
property on August 28, 2014, it was
noted the banks of Wash Brook have
disturbed soils and the stream bottom
is now very deeply cut.

By 2004, the tree cover on the west side of Wash Brook was expanding, both
narrowing the width of the open area and filling a section in the middle thus
creating a pair of smaller open areas. In August 2014, the northern open area
was being maintained as a mowed grassland, while the southern open area
was not mowed and included young trees, shrubs, and perennial herbaceous,
grass, and grass-like plants.
In August 2014, a narrow strip of land on the east side of the brook immediately
adjacent to the rail road tracks was also filled with young vegetation. (this
reviewer did not take note of the extent of the railroad's legal right-of-way, but it
seems likely that this is being maintained open to prevent trees from growing so
close as to overhang the railroad tracks.)
In the larger landscape, in 1889 (as shown on the 1892 Hartford 15 minute
topographic quadrangle), Bloomfield had a concentration of houses in the area
bounded by Tunxis Avenue, Wintonbury Avenue, Jerome Avenue and Park
Avenue with an outlying area of houses in the higher elevations of Brown Street.
Since 1889, development has spread out in all directions from Bloomfield,
although the entire landscape is by no means totally built out. However, much
land that was open in the 1950s (as depicted on the 1952 North Hartford 7.5
minute topographic quadrangle) is now forested or developed. Housing and
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other development has extended up to Dorothy Drive on both sides of Wash
Brook between the railroad tracks and State Route 189 for many years (as seen
on 1990 aerial photography).
A narrow strip of woods along the brook remains from Dorothy Drive south to the
strip mall located between Mills Lane and Wintonbury Avenue. However, it is
not until north of Dorothy Drive in the Evans property that there is a strip of
undeveloped land that extends from Wash Brook east to the railroad track.
Low Potential for Rare Species
The Natural Diversity Data Base maintained by the Connecticut Department of
Energy and Environmental Protection has records of several species within the
vicinity of the Evans property (though, as of the map of June 2014, the mapped
"blobs" within which the actual species sites are located do not occur on the
Evans property itself). In addition, the species of birds, plants, and reptiles
reported for the vicinity are species that have become increasingly rare
because of land use change from open grasslands, hayfields, and meadows to
forest or shrubby habitat (or developed) habitat. Thus, the probability that a
rare species is present on the Evans property is judged to be low, but not
impossible.
Observed Plant Species
In general, the vegetation was dominated by native species. This reviewer did
not walk the full length of the property on either side of Wash Brook. On the
west side, she went no further north than the mowed grassland. She did not
make extensive or systematic notes on plant species present. All species whose
names were recorded are listed in the attached Table.
On the west side of Wash Brook, many invasive plants were observed on the
boundaries of the grassland including Black Locust, Norway Maple, Oriental
Bittersweet, Multiflora Rose, non-native, hollow-stemmed shrubby Honeysuckle,
Autumn-olive, and Purple Loosestrife. The Purple Loosestrife was seen in the
southwestern corner of the grass area which is higher in elevation than the rest
of the open area. The presence of both Purple Loosestrife and the native
Sensitive Fern indicates wet soil in that area. Perhaps there is a naturallyoccurring restrictive layer in the soil that keeps water near the surface or
perhaps the soil was tightly packed by previously-occurring human activities.
Between the northern grassland and what remains of the open area to the
south, the presence of a shrubby thicket that included native Dogwood along
with a mix of other shrubby species including Multiflora Rose restricted foot
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travel. Scattered Multiflora Rose also was present where the thicket gave way
to the area of mixed herbaceous, shrub and tree cover to the south.
On the east side of Wash Brook, several species of invasive plants were present,
including Purple Loosestrife (in the open sun), Oriental Bittersweet, Burning Bush,
non-native, hollow-stemmed shrubby Honeysuckle, Japanese Barberry, and
Privet. In general, their growth was somewhat curtailed by the shade from the
forest overstory. In addition, about three quarters of the way to the northern
property boundary a patch of Japanese Knotweed some 20 feet in diameter
was reported.
Adjacent to the railroad tracks, the terrain is flat. It is wet in places in the open
area near the railroad tracks with plants such
as Joe Pye Weed, Boneset, Blue Vervain, New
York Ironweed and Jewelweed observed.

The railroad shown on the 1892 map
(Central New England and Western) dates back to a charter date of 1868 for
the Connecticut Western Railroad with tracks toward New York completed in
1871. Currently there are pipes that drain water from the subdivision to the east
under the berm.
In the forest between the railroad tracks and Wash Brook the lower lying area
near the brook supports species such as Red Maple, Highbush Blueberry,
Spicebush, and Grape vines. Herbaceous plants include Cardinal Flower,
Meadow-rue, Jack-in-the-pulpit, Canada Mayflower, Cinnamon Fern, Sensitive
Fern, and Royal Fern. Upslope on a slightly higher terrace, drier soils are
indicated by the presence of White Oak, Shagbark Hickory, and White Pine
(among other trees). One White Oak tree was of a "wolf tree" form, its wide
spreading branches indicating that it was formerly growing in the open. Leaf
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damage suggestive of
Viburnum Leaf Beetle was
seen on Arrowwood. Spotted
Wintergreen and Poison Ivy
also were observed.

Activity for the Future
In the low-lying land adjacent to the east side of Wash Brook, there are places
where temporary ponds form. An adult Wood Frog was observed on the east
side of the brook on August 28, 2014. For breeding, Wood Frogs require vernal
pools (temporary ponds that hold water long enough for eggs laid in the pool to
develop through the larval (tadpole)
stage into the adult form). Not every
temporary pond holds water long
enough to function as breeding habitat
for vernal pool indicator species such as
Wood Frogs. Note that the presence of
an adult Wood Frog near a temporary
pond site is not confirmation that the
pool is functioning as breeding habitat
because Wood Frogs may live 1000 feet
(or more) away from their breeding pool.
It is suggested that the area be visited in the Spring when egg masses of vernal
pool species such as Wood Frogs and Spotted Salamanders or small larval
Marbled Salamanders would be evident. Note that for a temporary pond to be
considered to be functioning as a vernal pool it must not only have eggs and
larvae, it must be supporting them long enough for them to transform into
adults.
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Wetlands
A site visit was performed on September 4, 2014 and portions of the parcels
were walked; however, a comprehensive wetland investigation and assessment
was not performed. Various mapping sources were reviewed and examined
prior to the field visit and also during preparation of the wetland report section.
Review of the 1990 wetland mapping (obtained from the town wetland agent)
indicates similar wetland limits comparable to current field conditions; however,
an updated and current mapping was not available for evaluation.
A cursory review of federal mapping (USFWS- National Wetland Inventory)
indicates that the subject property contains approximately 50% or 11.6 acres of
freshwater wetlands classified as palustrine forested, broad-leaved deciduous
with a water regime classified as seasonally flooded/saturated (PFO1E) (source:
http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Mapper.html). Wash Brook tributary
traverses north to south, parallel to both Tunxis Avenue and Central New
England Railroad, bisecting the parcel. Wash Brook subwatershed lies within the
North Branch Park River Watershed and is characterized by a mix of land uses
comprising commercial, residential development, and forested open space
lands. Adjacent land uses to the east and west include single and multi-family
residential developments, linear transportation corridors (Tunxis Avenue and
Central New England Railroad) with the Wash Brook floodplain/wetland
complex extending to the south and north.
Wash Brook tributary is at approximate elevation 120 feet with adjoining
landforms to the east and west at higher topography (elevations). Stream flow is
north to south; water levels were fairly shallow in this perennial stream averaging
approximately 8 inches during the early September visit. The wetland complex
associated with Wash Brook displayed hydrologic indicators and drainage
patterns typical of a groundwater wetland system. Given the relatively dry
summer with lower than average rainfall, much of the ephemeral vegetation
was present but surface saturation was not persistent. The mapped soil types in
this location are mostly alluvial and floodplain comprising excessively drained
soils to very poorly drained soil types (Saco Silt Loam is the dominant mapped
soil unit)
(http://cteco.uconn.edu/map_catalog/maps/town/SoilWet/SoilWet_Bloomfield.
pdf). Besides overland flow and stormwater runoff received from adjoining lands
and outfalls, surface water flow is also received from the MDC flood control
reservoir located northwest of the parcels.
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The dominant vegetation complex associated with the Wash Brook floodplain
and wetland area is red maple (Acer rubrum) with spicebush (Lindera benzoin)
as dominant shrub species within a moderately closed canopy and varying
understory vegetation, ranging from moderate herbaceous cover to dense
thickets of Multi-flora rose. Other tree species present within the wetland areas
and in transitional upland review area or wetland buffer include pin oak
(Quercus palustris), swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor) and silver maple (Acer
saccharinum).

Vegetation composition within the palustrine emergent wetland (within the
fallow fields) include the following dominant annual and perennials present:
smartweeds, jewelweed (Impatiens capensis), reed canary grass (Phalaris
arundinacea), arrow leaved tearthumb (Polygonum sagittatum) and various
non-identified sedges, bulrush (Scirpus sp.) and grasses. Additionally, cinnamon
fern (Osmundastrum cinnamomeum), sensitive fern, joe-pye-weed (Eutrochium
sp.) mint species, goldenrods with cottonwood and chokecherry (Prunus
virginiana) as early woody invaders, are present.
The upland forest is an oak/hickory community. Dominant oak species include
white oak (Qurecus alba), red oak (Quercus rubra), Eastern white pine (Pinus
strobus), pignut hickory (Carya glabra), shagbark hickory, The understory was
moderately dense with smaller trees, shrubs and vines, i.e. Virginia Creeper
(Parthenocissus quinquefolia), poison ivy and honeysuckle.
Both the forested upland and wetland floodplain complexes are suitable
habitat for foraging, breeding and nesting and cover for local/resident song
birds and raptors including migratory/seasonal species. It is anticipated that
coyote, white-tail deer, raccoon, striped skunk and red fox utilize both ecohabitats. Vernal pools are also present but were not mapped or studied. The
vernal pools and their adjacent areas are regulated wetland areas which likely
support wetland facultative species such as wood frogs and spotted
salamanders. The adjacent successional, upland fields and wetland emergent
systems provide important foraging, shelter and breeding/nesting habitat for
various wildlife including smaller rodents, herptiles and various bird species.
The CTDEEP Natural Diversity Database Species list identified Swamp Lousewort
(Pedicularis lanceolata- state threatened) as a known extant species in the
vicinity of the project location. No specialized studies were performed to
determine if suitable habitat is present for this species. If the Land Trust acquires
the parcels it is recommended that an on-site survey be performed prior to
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commencement of any land disturbance. (See Massachusetts Fact sheet in the
Appendix.)
The proposal for acquisition of the parcels for open space, conservation, passive
recreation and community farming would provide ecological benefits along
with educational opportunities. For any parcel, a purpose and needs statement
should be developed which outlines a vision and lists short and long term goals
along with a management plan outlining guidelines and best management
practices. The following recommendations are provided as key components for
management of the property:












Updated wetland delineation and stream channel location
Perform a Functions and Values Assessment
Compile an Invasive Species Management and Control Plan
Provide flood control and water quality initiatives (i.e.
Preservation of native riparian, vegetation buffers
Plant species diversity
Passive recreation
Research and Education Emphasis
Enhancement and protection of surface water quality
Wildlife management and protection of habitat; identify potential habitat
of state listed species of concern
Maintain and promote the cultural history of the area
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Forestry Review
Although a complete forest inventory was not conducted (it was beyond the
scope of this site assessment) the majority of the trees found on site can be
classified as a mixed, un-even aged stand of central hardwoods. The tree sizes
observed ranged from small pole (4-8 inches in diameter at breast height or
dbh) to standard (12-24
inches dbh) to veteran
(over 24 inches dbh).
Many of the larger trees
had cavities, which
could act as wildlife
dens. The larger trees
also provide hard mast
(acorns and other nuts)
as a food source for
migrating birds and yearround residents.
Forest on the east side of Wash Brook.

A mixed-age class indicates good forest health and supports a greater diversity
of wildlife. The majority of species found on site were red maple, sugar maple,
red oak, hickory and ash. Minor species included pin oak, American elm,
bigtooth aspen, speckled alder, arrowwood viburnum, and yellow twig
dogwood. Since oak communities are in decline throughout the state, an oak
management strategy should be developed for areas with larger populations of
seedlings and saplings to protect them from over-crowding by less desirable
species, such as the red maple. Girdling the undesirable overstory hardwoods
around the understory oak component may be an option.
The invasive plant species present were winged euonymous, multiflora rose, and
honeysuckle. Invasive plants are a major threat to the survival of native species
because they are so competitive and spread quickly. Mapping the areas of
infestation would help as a first step. Subsequent steps should focus on an
eradication management plan. Considering the water component throughout
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the property, the use of herbicides is strongly discouraged. Mechanical means,
although slow and somewhat tedious, will accomplish the same goal over time.
One section of special concern contained a probable vernal pool. Vernal pools
are temporary, with no inlet or outlet, on impermeable ground layers that
provide unique and rich habitats for wildlife, especially amphibians. A buffer of
fifty feet should be established around this pool as a protective zone. The tree
species noted were white ash, American elm, and red maple.
The forest bordering Wash Brook on the Evans Property provides several benefits
to the surrounding community. Forests with streams and other riparian zones,
along with vernal pools, contribute to the local economy by acting as water
filters absorbing excess nutrients from surrounding runoff. They also act as buffers
during storms, moderating the storm energy and storing the floodwaters.
Removing this protective barrier
would be counterproductive and
would likely lead to not only the
degradation of the surrounding
region but contribute to the
increase of local flooding in the
future.
Forest bordering Wash Brook along edge of field.
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Natural Diversity Data Base
The Natural Diversity Data Base (NDDB) maps and files regarding the project site have
been reviewed for a preliminary assessment. According to NDDB records there are
known extant species that occur wither within or in close proximity to this property. A list
of species is provided. Please be advised that this is a preliminary review and not a final
determination. A more detailed review will be necessary to move forward with any
subsequent environmental permit applications submitted to DEEP for the proposed
project. This preliminary assessment cannot be used or submitted with a permit
application at DEEP and this preliminary assessment is good for one year.
Natural Diversity Data Base information includes all information regarding critical
biological resources available to DEEP at the time of the request. This information is a
compilation of data collected over the years by the Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection’s Natural History Survey and cooperating units of DEEP, private
conservation groups and the scientific community. This information is not necessarily the
result of comprehensive or site specific field investigations. Consultations with the Data
Base should not be substitutes for on-site surveys required for environmental
assessments. Current research projects and new contributors continue to identify
additional populations of species and locations of habitats of concern, as well as,
enhance existing data. Such new information is incorporated into the Data Base as it
becomes available. The result of this review does not preclude the possibility that listed
species may be encountered on site and that additional action may be necessary to
remain in compliance with certain state permits.
Further questions may be directed to Dawn McKay at (860) 424-3592, or
dawn.mckay@ct.gov.
Species List
Scientific Name

Common Name

State Status

Vascular Plant
Pedicularis lanceolata

Swamp lousewort*

Threatened

Bobolink
American kestral
Eastern meadowlark
Eastern box turtle

Special Concern
Threatened
Special Concern
Special Concern

Eastern ribbon snake
Brown Thrasher

Special Concern
Special Concern

Vertebrate Animal
Dolichonyx oryzivorus
Falco sparverius
Sturnella magna
Terrapene Carolina
Carolina
Thamnophis sauritus
Toxostoma rufum
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"Threatened Species" means any native species documented by biological research and
inventory to be likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future
throughout all or a significant portion of its range within the state and to have no more than nine
occurrences in the state, and any species determined to be a "threatened species" pursuant to
the federal Endangered Species Act, except for such species determined to be endangered by
the Commissioner in accordance with section 4 of this act.
"Species of Special Concern" means any native plant species or any native non-harvested
wildlife species documented by scientific research and inventory to have a naturally restricted
range or habitat in the state, to be at a low population level, to be in such high demand by man
that its unregulated taking would be detrimental to the conservation of its population or has
been extirpated from the state.

*In the Appendix there is Information from the Massachusetts’s Natural Heritage
Endangered Species Program and the CTDEEP Fact Sheets.
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Trails and Greenways
Site Visit and Observations:
The Wintonbury Land Trust (WLT) is interested in acquiring the property and has
asked for assistance in determining the value of the parcel as protected open
space, future East Coast Greenway segment and potential for agricultural use.
Bloomfield’s “Parks Connectivity Plan” indicates a proposed bike lane on Route
189 and a proposed footpath utilizing the RR corridor on the eastern boundary
of the subject property.
The Farmington Canal Heritage Trail (a CT Designated Greenway) and East
Coast Greenway (a nationally important recreational trail) trail head currently
exists about 6 miles north of the subject property on Route 189 in Simsbury. The
Town has a plan (Figure 1 below) to create a trail that will connect to the East
Coast Greenway bringing it through the subject parcel and into the center of
Town. This plan would be advantageous to both the Town and ECG users. The
Town and its residents would gain economic, health related and alternative
transportation benefits. ECG users would be taken off of long stretches of busy
state road providing additional safety for both trail users and motorists.
Members of the Connecticut Greenways Council and the CT Committee of the
East Coast Greenway Alliance expressed support of the Wintonbury Land Trust
purchase of the Evans Property. The Capitol Connection (between Simsbury and
Union Station-Hartford) is very high on their list to link major routes and likeminded property owners make the design job easier. Also, the preservation of
wetlands is of importance to suburban communities in the Greater Hartford
area. Hiking to and through the Evans parcel would be enjoyable and
purposeful including the woodland, field and wetlands habitats.
Many homes but no sidewalks were observed along the Route 189 corridor.
Being a state road, pedestrians and cyclists are mixing with vehicles traveling at
a minimum of 40mph. I observed “moderate to heavy” traffic and about a
dozen cyclists and many pedestrians using the variable width/present road rightof way during my site visit which occurred outside of “peak” travel times.
Creating a trail through the subject property that is connected to other areas of
the Town (as shown in many of the Town plans provided) would increase safety
for pedestrians and cyclists, encouraging non-motorized transportation. Should
the property be acquired, there may be an opportunity to utilize CT DOT’s Safe
Routes to Schools program. The program can assist in many ways including
technical support and funding for residential areas to create off-road routes
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connecting communities to schools; this property and the surrounding
neighborhood seems an ideal candidate.
The subject property, if kept in its current natural state, would enhance an
existing east-west greenway of open space shown below in Figure 2. Corridors
of open land are important for wildlife and habitat diversity and especially in the
case of this subject parcel, water resource protection. Figure 2 clearly shows
that the parcel buffers Wash Brook and functions similar to the neighboring flood
control properties.
The location for a trail as shown on the town’s plan (east side) may be the best
location for now since there are currently no rail with trail examples in
Connecticut. The CT Greenways Council is considering putting forth some
legislation that would indemnify railroads of liability for trail users. This currently
does not exist and has come up as a reason that railroad owners will not allow
rail-with-trail.
Looking at Figure 2, you can also imagine connections to other municipal open
space (shown in cross-hatch pattern), Penwood State Park and the Metacomet
Trail which is part of a CT Designated Greenway and The New England National
Scenic Trail.
The Recreational Trails & Greenways Program is available upon request to assist
the WLT. FYI, there will be another Recreational Trails grant round in the winter of
2015. Details can be found at:
www.ct.gov/deep/rectrails.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Historical and Archaeological Resources
The Office of State Archaeology was pleased to review the above-named
project consisting of two abutting properties comprising ca. 23 acres located
along Tunxis Avenue in Bloomfield (Figure 1). The goal of this walkover was to
assess the properties values as protected open space, future East Coast
Greenway segment and potential agricultural use. This office’s evaluation of
the property is based on the value of preserving its potential historical and
archaeological resources.
The area is currently largely wooded, with a small open pasture remaining in the
northwestern portion of the project area. The two parcels that make up the
project area are dominated by poorly drained alluvial sediments associated
with the meandering Wash Brook. These active sediments are not considered to
have archaeological sensitivity. A thin wedge of Elmridge fine sandy loam lies
between the alluvial wetlands and the bed of the Central New England
Railroad in the eastern portion of the project area. These well-drained, welldeveloped sandy sediments were more closely examined in the field with the
NRCS soil specialist using a hand probe sampler. These sediments are
considered to have moderate to high archaeological sensitivity for ancient
Native American sites. A large oak observed in the southeastern portion of the
project area in the area of these sandy sediments may represent a “witness
tree” marking an old property boundary. According to soils mapping, the area
west of the Wash Brook alluvial wetland consists of similar Elmridge sandy loams,
but field probes suggest the sediments are more likely till-derived. They were
observed to be stony, silty and dense and are considered to have low
archaeological sensitivity. Some of the observed sediments may reflect 20thcentury soil redeposition and disturbance in this area.
Nineteenth century maps do not indicate the presence of any structures on the
property (Figure 2), and no structural remains were observed during the
walkover. The archaeological site files do, however, indicate the presence of a
pottery kiln on the west side of Tunxis Avenue in the vicinity of the project area
(Figure 1). The 1855 Hartford County Woodford map also indicates that a
school was located on the west side of the road near the property. The 1934
Fairchild aerial map indicates that the land remained in agricultural use through
the mid-20th century (Figure 3). An unidentified structure, possibly a barn, can
be observed at this time in the project’s north end. This area has since been
significantly altered by the construction of the power line and modifications to
the Wash Brook drainage so it is unlikely that evidence of this structure still exists.
The western portion of the project area was still being used for hay or pasture
land as late as the 1990 aerial photograph (Figure 4).
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To summarize, the Evans property is not associated with any known
archaeological sites, although a pottery kiln and school were located across
Tunxis Avenue, and it is possible that material associated with these sites could
be found in the southwestern portion of the property. Historic maps do not
indicate residential use of the property in the 19th century, and it seems unlikely
that earlier homes may have existed here. The well-drained sandy sediments
between the Wash Brook alluvial wetland and the Central New England
Railroad line are considered to have moderate to high archaeological sensitivity
for ancient Native American sites. The Office of State Archaeology therefore
supports the preservation of the Evans property as open space to help preserve
any undocumented archaeological sites that may exist there. The Office
recommends that if this portion of the property is ever developed for
recreational purposes, such as the creation of hiking trails, the eastern portion of
the property should undergo a Phase IB archaeological reconnaissance survey
prior to any ground disturbance to insure that no significant cultural/historical
resources are impacted.
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Figure 1: Approximate bounds of the Evans Property on a recent aerial photograph showing the location
of archaeological site 11‐12 (the Pelton Kiln Site).
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Figure 2: Approximate location of the Evans Property project area on the 1855 Hartford County
Woodford map. Nineteenth‐century homes, including a school house, are located outside of the
property along the west side of Tunxis Avenue. Wash Brook leaves the property east of its current
course, but this is probably an issue of mapping accuracy, rather than reality.
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Figure 3: Approximate location of the Evans Property project area on the 1934 Fairchild Aerial Survey
image. Residences remain on the west side of Tunxis Avenue at this time, and the property is being
used agriculturally. A single structure, possibly a small barn, appears in the northernmost portion of the
project area in the approximate location of the modern power line ROW.
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Appendix
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About the Team
The Connecticut Environmental Review Team (ERT) is a group of professionals in environmental fields drawn
together from a variety of federal, state, regional agencies and private consultants. Specialists on the Team
include geologists, biologists, foresters, soil specialists, engineers and planners. The ERT operates with state
funding under the supervision of the Connecticut Resource Conservation and Development (RC&D) Area
— a 169 town region.
The services of the Team are available as a public service at no cost to Connecticut towns.
Purpose of the Team
The Environmental Review Team is available to help towns and land trusts in the review of sites proposed for
acquisition, conservation, preservation, agriculture and other land use activities. To date, the ERT has been
involved in reviewing a wide range of projects including subdivisions, landfills, commercial and industrial
developments, sand and gravel excavations, active adult, recreation/open space projects, watershed
studies and resource inventories.
Reviews are conducted in the interest of providing information and analysis that will assist towns,
developers and land trusts in environmentally sound decision-making. This is done through identifying the
natural resource base of the project site and highlighting opportunities and limitations for the proposed
land use.
Requesting a Review
Environmental reviews may be requested by the chief elected official of a municipality and/or the
chairman of town commissions such as planning and zoning, conservation, inland wetlands, parks and
recreation or economic development and land trusts. Requests should be directed to ERT Coordinator. A
request form should be completely filled out and should include the required materials. When this request is
reviewed by the and approved by the ERT Subcommittee, the Team will undertake the review on a priority
basis.
For additional information and request forms regarding the Environmental Review Team please contact the
ERT Coordinator: 860-345-3977, Eastern Connecticut RC&D Area, P.O. Box 70, Haddam, Connecticut 06438,
e-mail: connecticutert@aol.com.
About the Connecticut RC&D Area
Resource Conservation and Development (RC&D) is a program of the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA). The Secretary of Agriculture gave the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
[formerly the Soil Conservation Service] responsibility for administering the program. RC&D is unique
because it is led by local volunteer councils that help people care for and protect their natural resources in
a way that improves the local economy, environment, and living standards. RC&D is a way for people to
work together to plan and carry out activities that will make their area a better place in which to live.
Interest in creating the Eastern Connecticut RC&D Area first started in 1965. An application for assistance
was prepared and submitted in June 1967 to the Secretary of Agriculture for planning authorization. This
authorization was received in August 1968. In 1983, an application by the Eastern Connecticut RC&D’s
Executive Council was approved by USDA and NRCS to enlarge the area to an 86 town region. The western
region RC&D known as King’s Mark was authorized in the 1970’s and covered 83 towns. The two areas
officially merged in October 2014 to form the Connecticut RC&D Area, Inc. which covers the entire state.
The focus of the Connecticut RC&D Program is to help people care for and protect their natural resources,
improve local economies, and sustain a high quality of life. The program derives its success from its ability to
connect individuals, communities, government entities, and grassroots organizations. These connections
and partnerships enable the development of shared visions and resource networks that work toward a
healthy future for Connecticut. Current members on the RC&D Council represent the Working Lands
Alliance, The Last Green Valley, CT Forest and Park Association, CT Farmland Trust, Town of Canterbury,
NECCOG, RiverCOG, ValleyCOG, COGCNV, NorthCentral Conservation District, Eastern Conservation
District, CT River and Estuary Conservation District and others.
For more information please visit their website at: www.easternrcd-ct.org.

